XLR8 QUICK GUIDE
If you need further assistance, please call your local Custom Medical Solutions Representative,
our 24 hour hotline at 1-866-350-5640 or log onto www.custommedicalsolutions.com

ATTENTION!!!!
Please read the
XLR8 Clinical Guidelines & Operations
Manual prior to use!

ICONS/ALERTS
LEAK
Indication of a leak in
the dressing or
canister

BLOCKAGE
A blockage is detected
between the wound
dressing and the
canister

CANISTER FULL
The canister is filled
with exudates

 ACTION/RESOLUTION
 Check canister/dressing lure lock connector

* Identify air leaks by listening with stethoscope

 Ensure canister is fully engaged

* Use additional drape to patch small air leaks

 Identify air leaks in the dressing

*Make sure dressing is fully collapsed

 Check tubing for closed clamps, kinks,
crimps, or blockages

*Ensure port pad is on a flat area of the body,
avoiding skin folds and creases

 Inspect to ensure a quarter size (2.5cm)
hole has been cut in the drape

*Too small of a hole or slit may cause the
the dressing to close on itself, pressure
fluctuations, and/or other functionality issues

 Change canister and restart therapy

*If canister is not changed immediately, the
system will shut down.

 If minimal exudate is noted, the
Canister filter may have gotten wet.
Replace canister and reset the system.

*Keep the unit upright at all times for optimal
performance and to avoid damage to the unit

LOW BATTERY



Battery has less than
2% (˂30 min's)
operating time left

Plug in the XLR8 power adapter to a
wall outlet to recharge.



Ensure the power cord is securely placed
In the XLR8 charge port

ACCELERATOR MODE
Auto feature will run
every *10 min for

 This preset feature will clear exudates
from the tubing to ensure that consistent
negative pressure is delivered to the
wound site.

*15 sec


* USER TIPS

Times are approximate depending on software version being used

*It may take up to 3 hours to fully recharge
*Lightning bolt icon indicates recharging
*Keep unit plugged in except when transporting
or ambulating (*Battery power aprox 12Hrs)
*During the activation phase, the prescribed
therapy numbers may fluctuate a few
mm/hg while clearing the line

